HubbuB: News from the Archives Hub,
April 2020
Online Training
We have been organising online training sessions via Zoom. So far we have had three session giving an
introduction and refresher for the EAD Editor, explaining Online Resources and demonstrating the CIIM.
These sessions are just over an hour each, and we are planning on more sessions over the next few
weeks. As long as you are on our Archives Hub contributors' list you will get notification of these
sessions. Email contributors.hub@jisc.ac.uk to ask to be on our contributors' list.

Online Tutorials

1 - The Archives Hub YouTube channel

Just a reminder that we have a whole suite of tutorials available on You Tube. See the playlists for the
EAD Editor and the CIIM, as well as exporting from Calm. We are also adding recordings of our recent
Zoom training sessions.

Image store and preservation management
We have started preliminary talks with our Jisc colleagues on the Open Research Hub. We are
interested in expanding this service to provide an image store, as well as providing preservation
management facilities. At the moment the ORH focuses on digital research outputs, but the idea would
be to develop it to include archival digital objects. It is early days, but we are optimistic about this
initiative, and welcome any feedback or expressions of interest.
We also hope to provide a basic image store, as well as a IIIF server for viewing and navigating images.
This will be a costed service, but we aim to find a price point for this that will be realistic for many of our
contributors.

Using Archives: A Guide for the Inexperienced

2 - Using Archives Guide

We have been working to revise our online tutorial, aimed at those new to archives - Using Archives: A
Guide for the Inexperienced. This covers definitions, the organisation and description of an archive,
visiting a reading room and working with archives.

